Burnet Eye Care & Llano Eye Care
CONTACT LENS AGREEMENT
Insurance and Vision Plans require us to charge SEPARATELY for Eye Exams and
Contact Lens Services, which includes evaluating cornea health, contact lens positioning
and comfort, lids and lashes, visual acuity, training for new wearers, ***diagnostic lenses,
and includes up to two (2) months of follow-up appointments related to lens fit or
prescription. After the initial two (2) months, ADDITIONAL FEES WILL APPLY.

Your Doctor may need to see you for a follow-up appointment/s to
ensure proper fit and visual acuity BEFORE finalizing your prescription.
Contact Lens Services Fees and Insurance
Some Insurance and Vision Plans offer coverage for all or a portion of the Contact Lens
Services Fees. Most Vision Plans offer an allowance to be used for the Contact Lens
Services fee AND the contact lenses, together. It is our policy that you pay the Contact
Lens Services Fee (or copay) out of pocket, then you can use the total allowance
towards contact lenses.

Lens Type

FEE SCHEDULE
Same

Soft contacts, daily wear, single vision
Soft contacts, extended wear or toric
Soft contacts, Multifocal or Monovision
RGP, single vision
RGP, Monovision
RGP, Prog Base, Bi-toric, Front toric
RGP, KC/Post PKP

$30
$35
$40
$35
$40
$50
$50

Re-fit

New Fit/Train

$35
$45
$50
$40
$50
$75
$100

$85
$95
$100
$90
$100
$125
$150

RETURN POLICY
Contact lenses must be picked up within 30 days of delivery to Burnet/Llano Eye Care from
manufacturer, otherwise we reserve the right to return them to the manufacturer and charge
a restocking fee. Contact lenses are an FDA-regulated product and Federal law prohibits us
from reselling or reusing opened boxes or vials. You can return UNOPENED boxes
purchased from us with 30 days of purchase. You can exchange UNOPENED boxes within
60 days of purchase AND with a “prescription change” as determined by your Doctor. ALL
RETURNS or EXCHANGES must be sealed in their ORIGINAL, UNMARKED,
UNDAMAGED, UNOPENED package, and the box or vial must be in new condition. We will
not reimburse any charges associated with shipping fees. *Coopervision Frequency 55 and
special order/made to order contact lenses CANNOT be returned or exchanged. **Patients
who wear ComfortKone, custom RGP, and some other types of custom soft contact lenses
DO NOT receive any diagnostic lenses. Remakes and returns of these specialty lenses are
considered on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the Doctor and the lab.

AUTHORIZATION
I have read Burnet Eye Care’s Contact Lens Agreement/Return Policy and I
understand that I am responsible for paying the Contact Lens Fit/Evaluation Fee (or
copay) today. I am either signing below, or initialing Patient Registration to
acknowledge receipt of this information.
Signature of Patient ______________________________Date_______________
Patient Name___________________________________Acct#_______________

